SAVEUR400-TRADITION
____________________

40 liters multifunction digital clean enamel Black mini-oven
Our free standing oven SAVEUR400-TRADITION gives you the same cooking flexibility as a big oven. With a
meticulous aesthetic and good quality materials, you will absolutely like it!

Technical specifications ...

A good quality oven and ease-of-use...
Multifunction, you can use it in natural convection with grill
and sole, or with the rotating heat, thanks to its ventilation, a
uniform and fast distribution of the heat is made in the
oven.A better insulation thanks to its triple glazed door ; it
allows a faster heating while decreasing strongly the heat of
the outisde window.The dripping-pan is essential and must
stay permanently in the oven. It is made of enamelled metal
which allows to conduct heat by optimizing the cooking. This
big dish allows to protect the sole of the oven of the
projections and overflowing. We can use it as a baking dish
or to cook French fries.

A top range solution...
The electronic management allows a precise cooking of your
meal. The thermostat of the oven is adjustable until 240° and
the timer until 120 minutes. A LED is lighting when you are
using the device. It is easier to keep an eye on your food. The
roasting spit allows to roast big pieces of meat (until 3kg),
returning the poultry or the meat even more pleasant to the
sight and to the taste, delicious as a matter of fact ! The meat
is even more delightful to see and taste. Tasty ! Enjoy your
meal!

EAN code: 5420046412141
Installation mode: Free standing
Color: Noir
control type: Electronic controle
Oven type: Multi-fonctions Chaleur brassée électrique
Oven fuel: Electric
Oven cavity: Clean email
Oven volume: 40l
Cavity dimension (HxWxD) cm: 24x41.5x37
Details: Cold door
Standard accessories: Grill pan, Spit
Oven power: 2300W
Brutto weight (kg): 24.3kg
Net weight (kg): 22.7kg
product dimensions (HxLxD) in cm: 38.8x60.2x48
Gross dimensions (HxLxD) in cm: 44.5x66x53
Language(s): FR-ES-NL-GE-EN
Quantity per container: 456
Standards: CE A13 -EK1
Brand: Brandy Best
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